The most recent face recognition systems are mainly dependent on feature representations obtained using either local handcrafted-descriptors, such as local binary patterns (LBP), or use a deep learning approach, such as deep belief network (DBN). However, the former usually suffers from the wide variations in face images, while the latter usually discards the local facial features, which are proven to be important for face recognition. In this paper, a novel framework based on merging the advantages of the local handcrafted feature descriptors with the DBN is proposed to address the face recognition problem in unconstrained conditions. Firstly, a novel multimodal local feature extraction approach based on merging the advantages of the Curvelet transform with Fractal dimension is proposed and termed the Curvelet-Fractal approach. The main motivation of this approach is that the Curvelet transform, a new anisotropic and multidirectional transform, can efficiently represent the main structure of the face (e.g., edges and curves), while the Fractal dimension is one of the most powerful texture descriptors for face images. Secondly, a novel framework is proposed, termed the multimodal deep face recognition (MDFR) framework, to add feature representations by training a DBN on top of the local feature representations instead of the pixel intensity representations. We demonstrate that representations 
Introduction
In the recent years, there has been a growing interest in highly secured and well-designed face recognition systems, due to their potentially wide applications in many sensitive places such as controlling access to physical as well as virtual places in both commercial and military associations, including ATM cash dispensers, e-learning, information security, intelligent surveillance, and other daily human applications [1] . In spite of the significant improvement in the performance of face recognition over previous decades, it still a challenging task for the research community, especially when face images are taken in unconstrained conditions due to the large intra-personal variations such as changes in facial expression, pose, illumination, aging, and the small interpersonal differences. Face recognition systems encompass two fundamental stages: feature extraction and classification. The second stage is dependent on the first. Therefore, the task of extracting and learning useful and highly discriminating facial features in order to minimize intra-personal variations and maximize interpersonal differences is complicated.
In this regard, a number of approaches have been proposed, implemented, and refined to address all these drawbacks and problems in the face recognition system. These approaches can be divided into two categories: local handcrafted-descriptor approaches and deep learning-based approaches. Local handcrafted-descriptor approaches can be further divided into four groups: feature-based, holisticbased, learning-based and hybrid-based approaches [2] . In the first category, a geometric vector representing the facial features is extracted by measuring and computing the locations and geometric relationships among facial features, such as the mouth, eyes and nose, and using it as an input to a structural classifier. The elastic bunch graph matching (EBGM) system is an example of a features-based method, which uses the responses of Gabor filters at different orientations and frequencies at each facial feature point to extract a set of local features [3, 4] . Compared with the feature-based approaches, the holistic methods usually extract the feature vector by operating on the whole face image instead of measuring the local geometric features. The eigenface methods are the best well-known examples of these approaches, which are represented by principal component analysis (PCA), independent component analysis (ICA), etc. [5] . The third learning-based approaches learn features from labeled training samples using machine learning techniques. Finally, the hybrid approaches are based on combinations of two or more of these categories. Some examples of the third and fourth categories can be found in [6] [7] [8] . Previous research has demonstrated the efficiency of local handcrafted-descriptor approaches used as robust and discriminative feature detectors to solve the face recognition problem even when relatively few training samples per person are available, as in [9] [10] [11] . However, the performance using local handcrafted-descriptors approaches declines dramatically in unconstrained conditions due to fact that the constructed face representations are very sensitive to the highly nonlinear intra-personal variations, such as expression, illumination, pose, and occlusion [12] . To address these drawbacks, considerable attention has been paid to the use of deep learning approaches (e.g., deep neural networks) to automatically learn a set of effective feature representations through hierarchical nonlinear mappings, which can robustly handle the nonlinear variations (intra-and interpersonal variations) of face images. Moreover, in contrast to handcrafted-descriptor approaches, the applications making use of deep learning approaches can generalize well to other new fields [13] . The DBN is one of the most popularunsupervised deep learning methods, which has been successfully applied to learn a hierarchical representations from unlabeled data in a wide range of fields, including face recognition [14] , speech recognition [15] , audio classification [16] , and natural language understanding [17] . However, a key limitation of the DBN when the pixel intensity values are assigned directly to the visible units is that the feature representations of the DBN are sensitive to the local translations of the input image. This can lead to disregarding local features of the input image known to be important for face recognition. Furthermore, scaling the DBN to work with realistic-sized images (e.g., 128 × 128) is computationally expensive and impractical. To improve the generalization ability and reduce the computational complexity of the DBN, a novel framework based on merging the advantages of the local handcrafted feature descriptors with the DBN is proposed to address the face recognition problem in unconstrained conditions. We argue that applying the DBN on top of preprocessed image feature representations instead of the pixel intensity representations (raw data), as a way of guiding the learning process, can greatly improve the ability of the DBN to learn more discriminating features with less training time required to obtain the final trained model. To the authors' best knowledge, very few publications can be found in the literature that discuss the potential of applying the DBN on top of preprocessed image feature representations. Huang et al. [18] have demonstrated that applying the convolutional DBN on top of the output of LBP can increase the accuracy rate of the final system. Li et al. [19] have also reached to the same conclusion by applying the DBN on top of center-symmetric local binary pattern (CS-LBP). However, the work in [18] was applied only to the face verification task, while the work in [19] was evaluated on a very small face dataset where the face images were taken in controlled environments. The primary contributions of the work presented here can be summarized as follows:
1.
A novel multimodal local feature extraction approach based on merging the advantages of multidirectional and anisotropy transforms, specifically the Curvelet transform, with Fractal dimension is proposed. Termed the Curvelet-Fractal approach, it is different from previously published Curvelet-based face recognition systems, which extract only the global features from the face image. The proposed method has managed to extract the local features along with the face texture roughness and fluctuations in the surface efficiently by exploiting the Fractal dimension properties, such as self-similarity. There are three main differences from the previous conference version [20] of this work. Firstly, unlike [20] which used only the coarse band of the Curvelet transform as an input to the Fractal dimension stage, here we also use the other Curvelet sub-bands features, which rep-resent the most significant information in the face image (e.g., face curves), which are known to be crucial in the recognition process. Secondly, a new Fractal dimension method is proposed based on an improved differential box counting (IDBC) method in order to calculate the Fractal dimension values from the new added Curvelet sub-bands and handle their high dimensionality. Then, the outputs of the IDBC and fractional Brownian motion (FBM) are combined to build an elementary feature vector. Finally, we propose to use the quadratic discriminant classifier (QDC) instead of K-nearest neighbor (K-NN) because this improves the accuracy of the proposed system.
2.
A novel framework is proposed, termed the multimodal deep face recognition (MDFR) framework, to learn additional and complementary features representations by training a deep neural network (e.g., DBN) on top of a Curvelet-Fractal approach instead of the pixel intensity representation. We demonstrate that, the proposed framework can represent large face images, with the time required to obtain the final trained model significantly reduced compared to the direct use of the raw data. Furthermore, the proposed framework is able to efficiently handle the nonlinear variations (intra-and interpersonal variations) of face images and is unlikely to over fit to the training data due to the nonlinearity of a DBN. 3. The performance of the proposed approaches has been evaluated by conducting a number of extensive experiments on four large-scale unconstrained face datasets: SDUMLA-HMT, FERET, CAS-PEAL-R1, and LFW. We are able to achieve a comparable recognition rate to state-of-the-art methods using the Curvelet-Fractal approach. We demonstrate that the feature representations acquired by the DBN as a deep learning approach is complementary to the feature representations acquired by the Curvelet-Fractal approach to handcrafted-descriptors. Thus, the state-of-the-art results on the employed datasets have been farther improved by combining these two representations.
This paper focuses mainly on two different problems in the face recognition system: face identification and face verification. In this paper, the term face recognition will be used in the general case to refer to these two problems. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 is devoted to providing an overview of the proposed handcrafted-descriptors and deep learning approaches. Section 3 shows the implementation details of the proposed approaches. The experimental results are presented in Sect. 4. Finally, conclusions and future research directions are stated in the last section.
Background
In this section, a brief description of the proposed approaches is presented, including the Curvelet transform and Fractal dimension method used in the proposed multimodal local feature extraction approach. In addition, the proposed deep learning approaches includes the DBN and its building block the restricted Boltzmann machine (RBM) as well. The primary goal here is to review and recognize their strengths and shortcomings to empower the proposal of a novel face recognition framework that consolidates the strengths of these approaches.
Curvelet transform
In recent years, many multiresolution approaches have been proposed for facial feature extraction at different scales, aiming to improve face recognition performance. The wavelet transform is one of the most popular multiresolution feature extraction methods due to its ability to provide significant features in both space and transform domains. However, according to many studies in the human visual system and image analysis, the wavelet transform is not ideal for facial feature extraction. A feature extraction method cannot be optimal without satisfying conditions relating to the following: multiresolution, localization, critical sampling, directionality, and anisotropy. It is believed that the wavelet transform cannot fulfill the last two conditions due to limitations of its basis functions in specifying direction and the isotropic scale [21] . These restrictions lead to weak representation of the edges and curves which are considered to be the most important facial features. Thus, a novel transform was developed by Candes and Donoho in 1999 known as the Curvelet transform [22] . Their motivation was to overcome the drawbacks and limitations of widely used multiresolution methods such as the wavelet and ridgelet transforms. All the above five conditions can be fulfilled using Curvelet transform. The Curvelet transform has been successfully applied to solve many problems in the image processing area such as texture classification [23] , preserving edges and image enhancement [24] , image compression [25] , image fusion [26] , and image de-noising [27] . Some work has been done to explore the potential of the Curvelet transform to help solve pattern recognition problems, for example by Lee and Chen [28] , Mandal and Wu [29] and Xie [30] . These showed that the Curvelet transform can serve as a good feature extraction method for pattern recognition problems like fingerprint and face recognition due to its ability to represent crucial edges and curve features more efficiently than other transformation methods. However, the Curvelet transform suffers from the effects of significant variety in pose, lighting condi-tions, shadows, and occlusions from wearing glasses or hats. Hence, the Curvelet transform is not able to describe the face texture roughness and fluctuations in the surface efficiently, which will have a significant effect on the recognition rate. All these factors together were behind the adoption here of the Fractal dimension to provide a better description of the face texture under unconstrained environmental conditions.
Fractal dimension
The term Fractal dimension was first introduced by the mathematician Benoit Mandelbrot as a geometrical quantity to describe the complexity of objects that show self-similarity at different scales [31] . The Fractal dimension has some important properties such as a self-similarity, which means that an object has a similar representation to the original under different magnifications. This property can be used in reflecting the roughness and fluctuation of image's surface where increasing the scale of magnification provides more and more details of the imaged surface. In addition, the noninteger value of the Fractal dimension gives a quantitative measure of objects that have complex geometry and cannot be well described by an integral dimension (such as the length of a coastline) [32, 33] . Many methods have been proposed to calculate Fractal dimension, such as box counting (BC), differential box counting (DBC) and fractional Brownian motion (FBM), and other methods can be found here [31] . The Fractal dimension has been widely applied in many areas of image processing and computer vision, such as texture segmentation [34] medical imaging [35] face detection [36] . However, not much work has been done to explore and address the potential of using the Fractal dimension to resolve pattern recognition problems. Lin et al. [37] proposed an algorithm for human eye detection by exploiting the Fractal dimension as an efficient approach for representing the texture of facial features. Farhan et al. [38] developed a personal identification system based on fingerprint images using the Fractal dimension as a feature extraction method. Therefore, it appears that the texture of the facial image can be efficiently described by using the Fractal dimension. However, Fractal estimation methods are very time consuming and cannot meet real-time requirements. To address all the limitations and drawbacks in (Sects. 2.1, 2.2), a novel face recognition algorithm based on merging the advantages of a multidirectional and anisotropy transform, specifically the Curvelet transform, with Fractal dimension is proposed.
Deep learning approaches
In 2006, a new deep neural networks (DNN) was introduced called the deep belief network (DBNs) by Hinton et al. [39] . DBN is a generative probabilistic model that differs from conventional discriminative neural networks. DBNs are com- posed of one visible layer (observed data) and many hidden layers that have the ability to learn the statistical relationships between the units in the previous layer. As depicted in Fig. 1c , a DBN can be viewed as a composition of bipartite undirected graphical models each of which is a restricted Boltzmann machine (RBM). RBM is an energy-based bipartite graphical model composed of two fully connected layers via symmetric undirected edges, but there are no connections between units of the same layer. The first layer consists of m visible units v = (v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v m ) that represent observed data, while the second layer consists of n hidden units h = (h 1 , h 2 , . . . , h n ) that can be viewed as nonlinear feature detectors to capture higher-order correlations in the observed data. In addition, W = {w 1 , w 2 . . . , w nm } is the connecting weights matrix between the visible and hidden units. A typical RBM structure is shown in Fig. 1a . The standard RBM was designed to use only binary stochastic visible units, and is the so-called Bernoulli RBM (BRBM). However, using binary units is not suitable for real-valued data (e.g., pixel intensities values in images). Therefore, a new model has been developed called the Gaussian RBM (GRBM) to address this limitation of the standard RBM [40] . The energy function of the GRBM is defined as follows:
Here, σ i is the standard deviation of the Gaussian noise for the visible unit v i , w ij represents the weights for the visible unit v i and the hidden unit h j , and b i and c j are biases for the visible and hidden units, respectively. The conditional probabilities for the visible units given hidden units and vice versa are defined as follows:
Here, N(·|μ, σ 2 ) refers to the Gaussian probability density function with mean μ and standard deviation σ . During the training process, the log-likelihood of the training data is maximized using stochastic gradient descent and the update rules for the parameters are defined as follows:
Here, is the learning rate and v i h j data and v i h j model represent the expectations under the distribution specified by the input data and the internal representations of the RBM model, respectively. As reported in the literature, RBMs can be used in two different ways: either as generative models or as discriminative models, as shown in Fig. 1a , b. Generally, DBNs can be efficiently trained using an unsupervised greedy layer-wised algorithm, in which the stacked RBMs are trained one at a time in a bottom to top manner. For instance, consider training a DBN composed of three hidden layers as shown in Fig. 1c . According to the greedy layerwised training algorithm proposed by Hinton et al. [39] , the first RBM is trained using the contrastive divergence (CD) algorithm to learn a layer (h 1 ) of feature representations from the visible units, as described in [39] . Then, the hidden layer units (h 1 ), of the first RBM, are used as visible units to train the second RBM. The whole DBN is trained when the learning of the final hidden layer is completed. A DBN with l layers can model the joint distribution between the observed data vector v and l hidden layers h k as follows:
Here, v = h 0 , P h k |h k+1 is the conditional distribution for the visible units given hidden units of the RBM associated with level k of the DBN, and P h l−1 , h l is the visiblehidden joint distribution in the top-level RBM. An example of a three layers DBN as a generative model is shown in Fig. 1d , where the symbol Q is introduced for exact or approximate posteriors of that model which are used for bottom-up inference. During the bottom-up inference, the Q posteriors are all approximate except for the top level P(h l |h l−1 ), which is formed as an RBM and then exact inference is possible. Like any deep learning approach, the DBN is usually applied directly on the pixel intensity representations. However, although DBN has been successfully applied in many different fields, scaling it to realistic-sized face images still remains a challenging task for several reasons. Firstly, the high dimensionality of the face image leads to increased computational complexity of the training algorithm. Secondly, the feature representations of the DBN are sensitive to the local translations of the input image. This can lead to a disregard of the local features of the input image, which are known to be important for face recognition. To address these issues of the DBN, a novel framework based on merging the advantages of the local handcrafted image descriptors and the DBN is proposed.
The proposed framework
As depicted in Fig. 2 , a novel face recognition framework named the multimodal deep face recognition (MDFR) framework is proposed to learn high-level facial feature representations by training a DBN on top of a local CurveletFractal representation instead of the pixel intensity representation. First, the main stage of the proposed Curvelet-Fractal approach is described in detail. This is followed by describing how to learn additional and complementary representations by applying a DBN on top of existing local representations.
The proposed Curvelet-Fractal approach
The proposed face recognition algorithm starts by detecting the face region using a Viola-Jones face detector [41] . Detecting the face region in a complex background is not one of our contributions in this paper. Then a simple preprocessing algorithm using a sigmoid function is applied. The advantage of the sigmoid function is to reduce the effect of illumination changes by expanding and compressing the range of values of the dark and bright pixels in the face image, respectively. In other words, compressing the dynamic range of the light intensity levels and spreading the pixel values more uniformly. This operation has increased average recognition rate by 6%. After that, the proposed Curvelet-Fractal approach is applied to the enhanced face image. As indicated above the Fractal dimension has many important properties, such as its ability to reflect the roughness and fluctuations of a face image's surface and represent the facial features under different environmental conditions (e.g., illumination changes). However, the Fractal estimation methods can be very time consuming, and the high dimensionality of the face image makes it less suited to meeting the real-time requirements. Therefore, the Fractal dimension approach is applied on the Curvelet's output to produce an illumination insensitive representation of the face image that can meet the real-time systems demands. Hence, the Curvelet transform is used here as a powerful technique for edge and curve rep- In this work, two different methods to estimate the Fractal dimension are proposed based on the FBM and IDBC methods. The FBM method is used to process only the approximation coefficients (Coarse band) of the Curvelet transform, while the IDBC method is used to process the newly added Curvelet sub-bands and handle their high dimensionality. Then, the output of the FBM and IDBC are combined to build an elementary feature vector of the input image. After the Fractal dimension feature vector FD Vector is obtained, a simple normalization procedure is applied to scale the obtained features to the common range (0, 1), as follow:
The main advantage of this scaling is to avoid features with greater numeric ranges dominating those with smaller numeric ranges, which can decrease the recognition accuracy. This procedure has increased average recognition rate by 5%. Finally, the quadratic discriminant classifier (QDC) and correlation coefficients (CC) classifiers are used in the recognition tasks. The main steps of the proposed CurveletFractal approach for an input face image can be summarized as follows:
1. The sigmoid function is applied to enhance the face image illumination.
2.
The Curvelet transform is applied to the image from 1, so the input image is decomposed into 4 scales and 8 orientations. In this work, the Curvelet sub-bands are divided into three sets, as explained in (Sect. 3.1.1). 3. The FBM method is applied to a contrast enhanced version of the coarse band produced in 2 and the result is then reshaped into a row feature vector FBM Vector , as explained in (Sect. 3.1.2). 4. The IDBC method is applied to the middle frequency bands produced in 2 and a row feature vector IDBC Vector is constructed, as explained in (Sect. 3.1.3). 5. The final facial feature vector FD Vector = {FBM Vector , IDBC Vector } is constructed. To obtain a uniform feature vector, a normalization procedure is applied to obtain the normalized feature vector FD Vector . 6. The QDC and CC classifiers are used in the final recognition tasks. The former is used for the identification task, while the latter is used for the verification task.
The next three subsections describe in more detail the Curvelet transform, FBM, and IDBC methods mentioned above.
Curvelet via wrapping transform
In this work, the wrapping based Curvelet transform described below is adopted, because it is faster to compute, more robust and less redundant than the alternative ridgelet-and USFFTbased forms of Curvelet transform. Its ability to reduce the dimensionality of the data and capture the most crucial information within face images, such as edges and curves plays a significant role in increasing the recognition power of the proposed system. The major steps implemented on a face image to obtain the Curvelet coefficients are clearly described in [20] . Based on domain knowledge from literature, suggesting that a higher scale decomposition would only increase the number of Curvelet sub-bands (coefficients) with very marginal or even no improvement in recognition accuracy, the Curvelet coefficients are generated at 4 scale and 8 orientation throughout this work. This maintains an acceptable balance between the speed and performance of the proposed system. Figure 3 shows the Curvelet decomposition coefficients of a face image of size (128 × 128) pixel taken from the FERET dataset. As indicated in Fig. 3 , the output of the Curvelet transform can be divided into three sets:
1. The coarse band, containing only the low frequency (approximation) coefficients, is stored at the center of the display (Scale 1 ). These coefficients represent the main structure of the face. 2. The Cartesian concentric coronae that represents the middle frequency bands of the Curvelet coefficients at different scales, where the outer coronae correspond to the higher frequencies (Scale 2 , . . . , Scale N-1 ). Each corona is represented by four strips corresponding to the four cardinal points. These strips are further subdivided in angular panels, which represent the Curvelet coefficients at a specified scale and orientation. The coefficients in these bands represent the most significant information of the face, such as edges and curves. 3. The highest frequency band (Scale N ) of the face image, only indicated in Fig. 3 , is at scale 4. This band has been discarded due to it being dominated by noise information.
From a practical point of view, the dimensionality of the Curvelet coefficients is extremely high due to the large amount of redundant and irrelevant information in each sub-band, especially in the middle frequency bands. Hence, working on such a large number of Curvelet coefficients is very expensive. A characteristic of the Curvelet transform is that it produces identical sub-bands coefficients at angle θ and (π + θ) for the same scale. Thus, only half of the Curvelet sub-bands need to be considered. In this work, instead of the direct use of the Curvelet coefficients, we analyze and process these coefficients using other methods. For the coarse band (the lowest frequency band), an image contrast enhancement procedure is applied as shown in Fig. 4 , to improve the illumination uniformity of the face image stored at the center of the display by stretching the overall contrast of the image between two pre-defined lower and upper cutoffs, which are empirically set to be 0.11, and 0.999, respectively. This is followed by extracting the face texture roughness and fluctuations in the surface using the FBM method. For the middle frequency bands, the IDBC method is applied to reflect the face texture information and reduce the high dimensionality of these bands.
Fractional Brownian motion method
As shown in Fig. 5 , the 2D face image can be considered as a 3D spatial surface that reflects the gray-level intensity value at each pixel position where the neighborhood region around each pixel cross the face surface, which covering a varying range of gray levels, can be processed as an FBM surface. The FBM is a nonstationary model and is widely used in medical imaging [33, 42] due to its power to enhance the original image and make the statistical features more distinguishable. For example, in [43] it was found that employing the normalized FBM to extract the feature vectors from surfaces of five ultrasonic liver images improved the classification of the normal and abnormal liver tissues. Moreover, the Fractal dimension for each pixel, calculated over the whole medical image by the normalized FBM method, could be used as a powerful edge enhancement and a detection method, which can enhance the edge representation for the medical images without increasing the noise level. According to Mandelbrot [32] , the FBM is statistically self-affine, which means that the Fractal dimension value of the FBM is not affected by linear transformations such as scaling. Therefore, the FBM is invariant under normally observed transformations of face images.
In this work, the face image of size (M×N) is transformed to its Fractal dimension form by applying a kernel function fd(p,q) of size (7 × 7) on the entire face image, using the algorithm summarized in Fig. 6 . More information on the mathematical functions of the FBM method can be found in [20] . Figure 4 shows examples of the approximation coefficients of the Curvelet transform and the resulting fractaltransformed images. After, a fractal-transformed image of size (M × N) has been obtained it is reordered into a row feature vector FBM Vector for further analysis.
Improved differential box counting method
The main purpose of the second Fractal method is estimate the Fractal dimension features from the middle frequency bands of the Curvelet transform, reduce the high dimensionality of these bands, and increase the speed of the proposed system. Face recognition like other pattern recognition systems suffers from the so-called curse of high dimensionality. There are many possible reasons for reducing the feature vector size, such as providing a more efficient way for storing and processing the data related to the increasing number of training samples and increasing the discriminative power of the feature vectors.
The second method to compute the Fractal dimension is based on the improved differential box counting (IDBC) algorithm. The basic approach of the traditional DBC is to treat any image of size (M × M) as a 3D space where (x, y) denote the pixel position on the image surface, and the third coordinate (z) denotes the pixel intensity. The DBC starts by scaling the image down into nonoverlapping blocks of size (s × s), where M/2 > s > 1 and s is an integer, and then the Fractal dimension is calculated as follows:
where r = s is the scale of each block and N r is the number of boxes required to entirely cover the object in the image, which is counted in the DBC method as follows: On each block there is a column of boxes of size (s × s × s ), where s = s and each box assigned with a number (1,2,…,) starting from the lowest gray-level value, as shown in Fig. 7 . Let the minimum and the maximum gray level of the image in the (i, j)th block fall in box number k and l, respectively. The contribution of n r in (i, j)th block is calculated as follows: The contributions from all blocks N r is counted for different values of r as follows: Fig. 7 Calculating the Fractal dimension by using the traditional (DBC) [46] More information on this technique and its implementation can be found in [31] . The traditional DBC has many issues.
The most important is how to choose the best size of the boxes that cover each block on the image surface. This can significantly affect the results of the curve fitting process, and result in inaccurate estimation of the Fractal dimension. Moreover, calculating the Fractal dimension using traditional DBC cannot accurately reflect the local and global facial features of different and similar classes. Finally, the traditional DBC method can suffer from over or under counting of the number of boxes that cover a specific block, which leads to calculating the Fractal dimension inaccurately [44, 45] . The Fractal dimension feature is estimated from each block using (log 2 4) different sizes of boxes. Then, from each sub-image 16 Fractal dimension features are estimated. By combining the features obtained from the four sub-images (4 × 16), we construct a sub-row feature vector V i = {Fd 1 , Fd 2 , . . ., Fd 64 } for each Curvelet sub-band. As in Eq. (10), the final feature vector IDBC Vector of the middle frequency bands is constructed by combining the V i from 4 and 8 sub-bands located at scale 2 and 3, respectively.
In this work, to ensure the correct division without losing any important information the Curvelet sub-bands at scale 2 and 3 have been resized from their original sizes to (24 × 24) and (32 × 32), respectively. The experimental results have demonstrated that calculating the Fractal dimension features using different sizes of boxes covering the same block can play a significant role in increasing the discriminative power of the final feature vector by efficiently reflecting the face texture information using the edges and curves of the face presented in the middle frequency bands.
Face matching
Classification and decision making are the final steps in the proposed Curvelet-Fractal approach. These refer to the process of either classifying the tested samples into N classes based on the identity of the training subjects or deciding whether two faces belong to the same subject or not. In this paper, the QDC and CC classifiers are used in the identification and verification tasks, respectively. The QDC from PRTools 1 is a supervised learning algorithm commonly used for multiclassification tasks. It's a Bayes-Normal-2 classifier assuming Gaussian distributions, which aims to differentiate between two or more classes using a quadric surface. Using this Bayes rule, a separate covariance matrix is estimated for each class, yielding quadratic decision boundaries. This is done by estimating the covariance matrix C for the scatter matrix S as follows:
Here, n refers to the dimensionality of the feature space, α and β ∈ [0, 1] are regularization parameters. In this work, these parameters are determined empirically to be α = 0.1 and β = 0.2, as explained in (Sect. 4.2.1). The decision making is based on calculating the similarity scores between the two face images using the CC classifier, which is defined as follows: 
Here, m and n are the dimensions of the sample, andĀ and B are the mean values of the testing and training samples, respectively.
Learning additional features representations
In this study, we argue that applying the DBN on top of local features representations instead of the pixel intensity representations (raw data), as a way of guiding the learning process, can greatly improve the ability of the DBN to learn more discriminating features with a shorter training time required to obtain the final trained model. As shown in Fig. 2 , the local facial features are first extracted using the proposed Curvelet-Fractal approach. Then, the extracted local features are assigned to the feature extraction units of the DBN to learn additional and complementary representations. In this work, the DBN architecture stacks 3 RBMs
1.
In the pre-training phase, the first two RBMs are trained in a purely unsupervised way, using a greedy training algorithm, in which each added hidden layer is trained as a RBM (e.g., using the CD algorithm). The activation outputs of a trained RBM can be viewed as feature representations extracted from its input data, which will be the input data (visible units) used to train the next RBM in the stack. The unsupervised pre-training phase is finished when the learning of the second hidden layer is completed. The main advantage of the greedy unsupervised pre-training procedure is the ability to train the DBN using a massive amount of unlabeled training data, which can improve the generalization ability and prevent overfitting. In addition, the degree of complexity is reduced and the speed of training is increased. 2. In the supervised phase, the last RBM is trained as a nonlinear classifier using the training and validation set along with their associated labels to observe its performance in each epoch. 3. Finally, the fine-tuning phase is performed in a topdown manner using the back-propagation algorithm to fine-tune parameters (weights) of the whole network for optimal classification.
A difference compared with conventional neural networks is that the DBNs require a massive amount of training data to avoid overfitting during the learning process and achieve satisfactory predictions. Hence, data augmentation is the simplest and most common method, of achieving this, which artificially enlarges the training dataset using techniques such as: random crops, intensity variations, and horizontal flipping. In contrast to previous works that randomly sample a large number of face image patches [12, 47] , we propose to uniformly sample a small number of face image patches. To prevent background information from artificially boosting the results of the proposed Curvelet-Fractal 2 approach and to speed up experiments when the DBN is directly applied on the pixel intensity representations, the face region is detected, and the data augmentation procedure 3 is implemented on the detected face image. In this work, for a face image of size (H dim × W dim ), five images patches of the same size are cropped, four starting from the corner and one centered (and their horizontally flipped counterparts), which helps maximize the complementary information contained within the cropped patches. Figure 8 shows the ten image patches generated from a single input image.
Experimental results
In this section, comprehensive experiments are described using the proposed approaches for both face identification and verification tasks in order to demonstrate their effectiveness and compare their performance with other existing approaches. First a brief description of the face datasets used in these experiments is given. Then a detailed evaluation and comparison with the state-of-the-art approaches is presented in addition to some insights and findings about learning additional features representations by training a DBN on top of local feature representations.
Face datasets
In this work, all the experiments were conducted on four large-scale unconstrained face datasets: SDUMLA-HMT [48] , FacE REcognition Technology (FERET) [49] , CAS-PEAL-R1 [50] , and Labeled Faces in the Wild (LFW) [51] . Some examples of face images from each dataset are shown in Fig. 9 .
• SDUMLA-HMT dataset [48] This includes 106 subjects and each has 84 face images taken from 7 viewing angles and under different experimental conditions including, facial expressions, accessories, poses, and illumination. The main purpose of this dataset is to simulate real-world conditions during face image acquisition. The image size is (640 × 480) pixel.
• FERET dataset [49] This contains a total of 14, 126 images taken from 1196 subjects, with at least 365 duplicate sets of images. This is one of the largest publicly available face datasets with a high degree of diversity of facial expression, gender, illumination conditions and age. The image size is (256 × 384) pixel.
• CAS-PEAL-R1 dataset [50] A subset of the CAS-PEAL face dataset has been released for research purposes and named CAS-PEAL-R1. This contains a total of 30,863 images taken from 1040 Chinese subjects (595 are males and 445 are females). The image size is (360 × 480) pixel.
• LFW dataset [51] This contains a total of 13,233 images taken from 5749 subjects where 1680 subjects appear in two or more images. In the LFW dataset, all images were collected from Yahoo! News articles on the Web, with a high degree of intra-personal variations in facial expression, illumination conditions, occlusion from wearing hats and glasses, etc. It has been used to address the problem of unconstrained face verification task in recent years. The image size is (250 × 250) pixel.
Face identification experiments
This section describes the evaluation of the proposed approaches to the face identification problem on three different face datasets: SDUMLA-HMT, FERET, and CAS-PEAL-R1. In this work, the SDUMLA-HMT dataset is used as the main dataset to fine-tune the hyper-parameters of the proposed Curvelet-Fractal approach (e.g., regularization parameters of the QDC classifier) as well as the proposed MDFR framework (e.g., number of hidden units per layer), because it has more images per person in its image gallery than the other databases. This allowed more flexibility in dividing the face images into training, validation and testing sets.
Parameter settings of the Curvelet-Fractal approach
In the proposed Curvelet-Fractal approach, the most important thing is to set the regularization parameters of the QDC classifier. In this work, these parameters are determined empirically by varying their values from 0 to 1 in steps of 0.1, starting with α = 0 and β = 0. Hence, 121 experiments were conducted where each time we increase the former by 0.1 and test it with all the possible values of the latter. Figure 10 shows the validation accuracy rate (VAR) generated throughout these experiments. These experiments were carried out using 80% randomly selected samples for training set and the remaining 20% for testing set. In particular, the parameters optimization process is performed on the training set using the tenfold cross-validation procedure that divides the training set into k subsets of equal size. Sequentially, one subset is used to evaluate the performance of the classifier trained on the remaining k − 1 subsets. Then, average error rate (AER) over 10 trials is calculated as follows:
Error i (13) Here, Error i refers to the error rate per trial. After finding the best values of the regularization parameters, the QDC Fig. 11 Performance comparison between the Curvelet-Fractal and CT-FBM approaches on the SDUMLA-HMT Dataset classifier is trained using the whole training set, and its performance in predicting unseen data properly is then evaluated using the testing set. Algorithm 1 shows pseudo-code of the procedure proposed to train the QDC classifier. Figure 11 shows results comparing the present Curvelet-Fractal approach with our previous Curvelet Transform-fractional Brownian motion (CT-FBM) approach described in [20] using the cumulative match characteristic (CMC) curve to visualize the performance of both approaches. It can be seen in Figure 11 that the Rank-1 identification rate has dramatically increased from 0.90 to 0.95 using the CT-FBM to more than 0.95 to 1.0 using the Curvelet-Fractal approach.
MDFR architecture and training details
The major challenge of using DNNs is the number of the model architectures and hyper-parameters that need to be evaluated, such as the number of layers, the number of units per layer, learning rate, the number of epochs. In a DBN, the value of a specific hyper-parameter may mainly depend on the values selected for other hyper-parameters. Moreover, the values of the hyper-parameters set in one hidden layer (RBM) may depend on the values of the hyperparameters set in other hidden layers (RBMs). Therefore, hyper-parameter tuning in DBNs is very expensive. Given these findings, the best hyper-parameter values are found by performing a coarse search over all the possible values. In this section, all the experiments were carried out using 60% randomly selected samples for training and the remaining 40% samples were divided into two sets of equal size as validation and testing sets. In all experiments, the validation set is used to assess the generalization ability of the MDFR framework during the learning process before using the testing set. Following, the training methodology described in (Sect. 3.2), the MDFR framework was greedily trained using input data acquired from the Curvelet-Fractal approach. Once the training of a given hidden layer is accomplished, its weights matrix is frozen, and its activations are served as input to train the next layer in the stack.
As shown in Table 1 , four different three-layer DBN models were greedily trained in a bottom-up manner using different numbers of hidden units. For the first two layers, each one was trained separately as an RBM model in an unsupervised way using the CD learning algorithm with 1 step of Gibbs sampling (CD-1). Each individual model was trained for 300 epochs, momentum of 0.9, a weight decay of 0.0002, and mini-batch size of 100. The weights of each model were initialized with small random values sampled from a zero-mean normal distribution and standard deviation of 0.02. Initially, the learning rate was to be 0.001 for each model as in [52] , but we observed this was inefficient as each model took too long to converge due to the learning rate being too small. Therefore, for all the remaining experiments, the learning rate set to be 0.01. The last RBM model was trained in a supervised way as a nonlinear classifier using the training and validation set along with their associated labels to evaluate its discriminative performance. In this phase, the same values of the hyper-parameters used to train the first two models were used, except that the last model was trained for 400 epochs. Finally, in the fine-tuning phase, the whole network was trained in top-down manner using the back-propagation algorithm equipped for dropout compensation to find optimized parameters and to avoid overfitting. The dropout ratio is set to 0.5, and the number of epochs through the training set was determined using early stopping procedure, in which the training process is stopped as soon as the classification error on the validation set starts to rise again. In these experiments using the validation set, we found (see Table 1 ; Fig. 12 ) that hidden layers with sizes 800, 800, 1000 provided considerably better results than the other hidden layer sizes that we trained. This model trained on input data acquired from the Curvelet-Fractal approach is termed the MDFR framework. Table 1 shows the Rank-1 identification obtained from the four trained DBNs models over the validation set, while the CMC curves shown in Fig. 12 are used to visualize their performance on the validation set.
Comparative study of fractal, Curvelet-Fractal, DBN and MDFR approaches
In this section, to evaluate the feature representations obtained from the MDFR framework, its recognition accuracy was compared with feature representations obtained by the Fractal, Curvelet-Fractal approach and DBN. 4 This comparison study was conducted for several reasons: firstly, to demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed Curvelet-Fractal approach compared with applying the Fractal dimension individually. Secondly, to demonstrate that the feature representations acquired by the MDFR framework as a deep learning approach is complementary to the feature representations acquired by Curvelet-Fractal approach as a handcrafted-descriptors; thirdly, to show that applying the DBN on top of the local feature representations instead of the pixel intensity representations can significantly improve the ability of the DBN to learn more discriminating features with less training time required. Finally, using these complementary feature representations, the MDFR framework was able to efficiently handle the nonlinear variations of face images due to the nonlinearity of a DBN. In this work, the input image rescaled to (32×32) pixel to speed up the experiments when the Fractal dimension approaches are directly applied on the face image. Here, Fractal Vector denotes applying both the FBM and IDBC approach directly on the input image.
As shown in Fig. 13 , a higher identification rate was obtained using the proposed Curvelet-Fractal approach compared to only applying the Fractal dimension. Furthermore, we were able to further improve the recognition rate of the Curvelet-Fractal approach by learning additional feature representations through the MDFR framework as well as improve the performance of the DBN by forcing it to learn only the important facial features (e.g., edges and curves). To further examine the robustness of the proposed approaches, a number of experiments were conducted on FERET and CAS-PEAL-R1dataset, and the results obtained are compared with 4 The DBN model was trained on the top of the pixel intensity representation using the same hyper-parameters of the MDFR framework. the state-of-the-art approaches. For a fair comparison, the performance of the Curvelet-Fractal approach was evaluated using the standard evaluation protocols of FERET and CAS-PEAL-R1dataset described in [49, 50] , respectively. In this work, to prevent overfitting and increase the generalization ability of the MDFR framework, the data augmentation procedure as described in (Sect. 3.2) was applied only to the gallery set of these two datasets. Then, its performance during the learning process was observed on a separate validation set taken from the full augmented gallery set.
According to the standard evaluation protocol, the FERET dataset is divided into five distinct sets: Fa contains a total 1196 subjects with one image per subject, which is used as a gallery set. The Fb contains 1195 images are taken on the same day and under the same lighting conditions as a Fa set, but with different facial expressions. The Fc set has 194 images taken on the same day as the Fa set, but under different lighting conditions. The Dup I set contains 722 images acquired on different days after the Fa set. Finally, the Dup II set contains 234 images acquired at least 1 year after the Fa set. Following the standard evaluation protocol, the last four sets are used as probe sets to address the most challenging problems in the face identification task, such as facial expression variation, illumination changes, and facial aging. Table 2 lists the Rank-1 identification rates of the proposed approaches and the state-of-the-art face recognition approaches on all four probe sets of the FERET dataset.
The standard CAS-PEAL-R1 evaluation protocol divides the dataset into a gallery set and six frontal probe sets without overlap between the gallery set and any of the probe sets. The gallery set consists of 1040 images of 1040 subjects taken under the normal conditions. The six probe sets contain face Table 3 lists the Rank-1 identification rates of the proposed approaches and the state-of-the-art face recognition approaches on all six probe sets of the CAS-PEAL-R1dataset. It can be seen from the results listed in Tables 2 and  3 that we were able to achieve competitive results with the state-of-the-art face identification results on FERET and CAS-PEAL-R1dataset using only the Curvelet-Fractal approach. Its performance was compared with popular and recent feature descriptors, such as G-LQP, LBP, WPCA. Although that some approaches, such as DFD(S=5)+WPCA [53] , GOM [10] , AMF [11] , and DBN approach achieved a slightly higher identification rate on the Fc probe set, they obtained inferior results on the other probe sets of the FERET dataset. In addition, the Curvelet-Fractal approach achieved a higher identification rate on all the probe sets of the CAS-PEAL-R1dataset. Some of existing approaches, such as H-Groupwise MRF [54] and FHOGC [55] also achieved a 100% identification rate on the PB and PT probe set, respectively, but they obtained inferior results on the other probe sets of the CAS-PEAL-R1 dataset. Finally, a further improvements and a new state-of-the-art recognition accuracy was achieved using the MDFR framework on FERET and CAS-PEAL-R1 dataset, in particular, when the most challenging probe sets are under the consideration, such as Dup I and Dup II in FERET dataset and PE, PA,PL, and PS in the CAS-PEAL-R1dataset.
Face verification experiments
In this section, the robustness and the effectiveness of the proposed approaches was examined to address the unconstrained face verification problem using LFW dataset. The face images in the LFW dataset were divided into two distinct Views. "View 1" is used for selecting and tuning the parameters of the recognition model, while "View 2" is used to report the final performance of the selected model. In "View 2", the face images are paired into 6000 pairs, with 3000 pairs labeled as positive pairs and the rest as negative pairs. The final performance is reported as described in [51] by calculating the mean accuracy rate (μ) and the standard error of the mean accuracy (S E ) over tenfold cross-validation, with 300 positive and 300 negative image pairs per each fold. For a fair comparison between all face recognition algorithms, the creators of LFW dataset have pre-defined six evaluation protocols, as described in [63] . In this work, the "ImageRestricted, Label-Free Outside Data" protocol is followed where only the outside data are used to train MDFR framework.
Furthermore, the aligned LFW-a 5 dataset is used and the face images were resized to (128 × 128) pixel after the face region has been detected using pre-trained Viola-Jones 6 face detector. For the proposed Curvelet-Fractal approach, the feature representation of each test sample is obtained first, and then the similarity score between each pair of face images is calculated using the CC classifier. In the training phase, the Curvelet-Fractal approach does not use any data augmentation or outside data (e.g., creating additional positive/negative pairs from any other source), just use of the pre-trained Viola-Jones face detector, which has been trained using outside data. The final results over tenfolds are reported where each of the 10 experiments is completely independent of the others and the decision threshold of the CC classifier is learnt from the training set according to the standard evaluation protocol. Then, the accuracy rate in each round of tenfold cross-validation is calculated as the number of correctly classified pairs of samples divided by the total number of test sample pairs. For further evaluation, the results obtained from the Curvelet-Fractal approach were compared to state-of-the-art approaches on LFW dataset, such as DDML [64] , LBP, Gabor [65] , and MSBSIF-SIEDA [66] using the same evaluation protocol (Restricted), as shown in Table 4 . It can be seen that the accuracy rate, 0.9622 ± 0.0272, of the Curvelet-Fractal approach is higher than the best results reported on the LFW dataset, which is 0.9463 ± 0.0095. In this work, further improvements and a new state-of-the-art result was achieved by applying the MDFR framework on LFW dataset. This experiment can be considered as an examination of the MDFR's generalization ability to address the unconstrained face verification problem on LFW dataset. In this work, the final performance of two pre-trained DBNs models was evaluated, while the first model was applied directly on top of pixel intensity representations the second was applied on top of local features representations and referred to the MDFR framework. Following the same evaluation protocol mentioned above, the hyper-parameters of the MDFR framework were find-tuned using data from the SDUMLA-HMT dataset, as described in (Sect. 4.2.2). In the MDFR framework, the feature representations f x and f y of a pair of two images I x and I y are obtained firstly by applying Curvelet-Fractal approach, and then a feature vector F for this pair is formed using element-wise multiplication (F = f x f x ). Finally, these feature vectors F (extracted from pairs of images) are used as input data to the DBN to learn additional features representations and perform face verification in the last layer. The performance of the MDFR framework is reported over tenfolds, each time onefold was used for testing and the other ninefold for training. For each round of the 10 experiments, the data augmentation procedure was applied for the training set to avoid overfitting and increase the generalization ability of the network. Table 4 lists the mean accuracy of the recent state-of-the-art methods on the LFW dataset and the corresponding ROC curves are shown in Fig. 14 . Considering the results of the MDFR framework, it is significantly improved over the mean accuracy rate of the Curvelet-Fractal approach and the DBN model applied directly on top of pixel intensity representations by 2.6 and 5.3%, respectively. In this work, the performance of the proposed MDFR framework is also compared with several state-of-the-art deep learning approaches, including, DeepFace [67] , DeepID [47] , ConvNet-RBM [68] , convolutional DBN [18] and DDML [64] . The first three approaches were mainly trained using "Unrestricted, Labeled Outside Data" protocol, in which a private dataset consisting of a large number of training images (>100 K) is employed. The accuracy rate has been improved by 1.38%, compared to the next highest results reported by DeepID [47] . These promising results demonstrate the good generalization ability of the MDFR framework and its feasibility for deployment in real applications.
Running time
In this section, the running time of the proposed approaches, including the Curvelet-Fractal, DBN, and MDFR framework was measured by implementing them on a personal computer with the Windows 8 operating system, a 3.60 GHz Core i7-4790 CPU and 24 GB of RAM. The system code was written to run in MATLAB R2015a. It should be noted that the running time of the proposed approaches is proportional to the number of subjects and their images in the dataset. The training time using the different datasets is given in Table 5 .
It is clear from the table that the training time of the proposed MDFR framework has significantly reduced the training time of the DBN from when it is applied directly on top of the pixel intensity representations. Moreover, the computational efficiency of the proposed MDFR framework can be further improved using graphic processing units (GPUs) and code optimization. The test time per image from image input until the recognition decision for both the Curvelet-Fractal approach and MDFR framework is about 1.3 and 1.80 ms, respectively, which is fast enough to be used for real-time applications.
Conclusions and future work
In this paper, a novel multimodal local feature extraction approach is proposed based on merging the advantages of multidirectional and anisotropy transforms like the Curvelet transform with Fractal dimension. The main contribution of this approach is to apply the Curvelet transform as a fast and powerful technique for representing edges and curves of the face structure, and then to process the Curvelet coefficients in different frequency bands using two different Fractal dimension approaches to efficiently reflect the face texture under unconstrained environmental conditions. The proposed approach were tested on four large-scale unconstrained face datasets (e.g., SDUMLA-HMT, FERET, CAS-PEAL-R1 and LFW dataset) with high diversity in facial expressions, lighting conditions, noise, etc. The results obtained demonstrated the reliability and efficiency of the Curvelet-Fractal approach by achieving competitive results with the state-of-the-art approaches (e.g., G-LQP, LBP, WPCA), especially when there is only one image in the gallery set. Furthermore, a novel MDFR framework is proposed to learn additional and complementary information by applying the DBN on top of the local feature representations obtained from the Curvelet-Fractal approach. Extensive experiments were conducted and a new state-ofthe-art accuracy rate is achieved by applying the proposed MDFR framework on all the employed datasets. Based on the results, it can be concluded that the proposed CurveletFractal approach and MDFR framework can be readily used in real face recognition system for both identification and verification task with different face variations. On the basis of the 
